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Abstract

This thesis studies Sentence Unit Detection (SUD) that uses lexical information for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) transcripts. An SUD system detects the presence or absence of a sentence unit boundary at every word boundaries of an unpunctuated text document. A transcript produced by an ASR system from a given speech audio input is an unpunctuated text document. Hence, SUD for ASR transcripts will increase the readability and enable the usability of ASR transcripts in downstream text processing applications, such as machine translation and option mining, which require sentence unit boundary information in their input. As usually being a post-processing application for ASR transcripts, an SUD system may benefit from two major information sources, i.e., the prosodic information obtained from the audio input and the lexical information obtained from the ASR transcripts, for its model learning. In this thesis, we chose to use only lexical information because it has shown to be essential for SUD research as compared to the other. Moreover, using lexical information takes an advantage of the massive available lexical data sources from the Internet. Additionally, SUD models that use only lexical information are usually much less complex as compared to the models that employ multiple information sources.

To improve an SUD system performance, one possible direction is to improve the quality of input features. Previous studies usually paid more attention on finding new input features to enrich and enlarge the existing feature space rather than refining it for a better quality. This tendency might lead to feature redundancy and unnecessarily increase the model complexity. This thesis addresses the lack in research by studying approaches that fine tune existing lexical features to SUD systems. Specifically, there are two proposed approaches: The first approach focuses on optimizing the existing features to reduces the input feature space size. The second study focuses on evaluating
the usefulness of many variants of the same feature type to the performance of a SUD system.

The first study proposes a feature selection method to optimize the distant-bigram features as the input to a CRF based SUD system. The target is to reduce the system’s model complexity but maintaining a comparable system performance. The study uses Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) as a feature selection method, to select only informative features for model training, to reduce training cost and model complexity. PMI is used to measure the correlation of the input features to the presence of the sentence unit boundary at the hypothesized word boundary. The obtained PMI values are then used as selection criteria, i.e. the higher the PMI value obtained for a feature, the higher the chance that the feature is selected for model training. The proposed method significantly reduces the size of the input feature space by 44.87% relatively while still maintaining comparable performance to the original model which has no feature selection. CRF is known to be a shallow learning technique which usually heavily relies on feature extraction engineering to achieve a good prediction performance. Thus it is reasonable to get a better result in term of model complexity and performance from fine tuning the input feature space.

However, the recent increase in popularity of using deep learning in SUD research has shown to be less dependent on feature extraction engineering. Thus, it is questionable if the fine tuning on the existing input features will still be helpful. To answer this, our second study proposes a framework to evaluate the effectiveness of using different variants of the same feature type, i.e., word embedding, as input to train a deep learning based SUD model. Specifically, two word embedding variants, i.e., word-based and subword-based skip-gram, are trained using either a small but in-domain dataset or a large but out-of-domain dataset, resulting four variants of word embedding models, i.e. in-domain word-based, out-of-domain word-based, in-domain subword-based and out-of-domain subword-based. Subsequently, each of the four word embedding models is used to extract embedding feature as an input to a deep neural network with biLSTM and fully connected layers to train separate SUD models. Our study reveals that the in-domain subword-based embedding gives the best performance in all testing conditions. On the other hand, the word-based embedding model is recommended to use in the case that there is no in-domain dataset available for word embedding model training.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a written text document, punctuations play an important role in representing and disambiguating the writer’s ideas in a sentence, a paragraph or the whole document. With the recent development in speech recognition research, a machine can generate a text document from the original speech audio, i.e. ASR systems, with high accuracy [4]. However, the generated transcript is not well structured, and is usually a stream of text without any punctuation, capitalization or paragraphing. This thesis aims to restructure ASR transcripts by developing a framework automatically detects and adds sentence units into the transcripts.

The next section presents the motivation for this thesis. Then Section 1.2 specifies the objective and scope. The contributions are summarized in Section 1.3, followed by the thesis organization in Section 1.4.

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 ASR Transcripts

An ASR system receives speech audio as input and produces corresponding speech transcripts automatically. In recent years, ASR systems’ performance have improved significantly thanks to the availability of deep learning techniques. A report by Hinton et al. [4] shows that deep learning based ASR systems can reduce Word Error Rate (WER) by up to 8.9% compared to the conventional Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden Markov Model (GMM-HMM) when tested on spontaneous speech, e.g. conversational speech in Switchboard corpora, and user uploaded videos on Youtube. Many ASR systems
managed to achieve WER as low as or even better than human parity of around 5% of WER, for example Baidu’s Deep Speech 2 WER was 3.1% [5], Microsoft’s engine WER was 5.1% on conversational speech [6], Google’s speech model WER was 4.9%. Although these WERs obtained by the above organizations are not comparable because of different testing conditions, these results show that reliable ASR transcripts are now achievable.

Even though ASR systems have reached a certain level of reliability, ASR transcripts are typically unstructured. This results in difficulty reading ASR transcripts and prevents the usability of ASR transcripts in most downstream natural language processing applications, for example machine translation [7, 8], question answering [9, 10] and commonsense concept extraction [11, 12], which require well-structured documents for input. In order to improve readability and usability of ASR transcripts, or enriching ASR transcripts, involves many tasks. Examples of tasks to enrich ASR transcripts are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The original producing ASR transcript is a stream of words without any punctuation or capitalization. It also consists of meaningless words, such as noise marking and disfluencies. In the figure, the first enriching task is to remove the meaningless words, then sentence unit detection to break the stream of words into sentence units, and finally Capitalization to capitalize necessary words such as sentence beginning and name entities. It is clear that the final enriched transcript, is much more well-structured and easier to read compared to the initial transcript generated in the Producing ASR transcript step.

1.1.2 Sentence Unit Detection

Sentence unit detection is a part of the task of enriching ASR transcripts, it detects sentence units for the transcripts. The definition of sentence units in this thesis is slightly different from the common understanding of sentence units in written text. Here, it refers to either a well-structured grammatical sentence or a semantically but not grammatically complete sentence, which is similar to the sentence unit definition in Liu et al. [13]. SUD, which is sometimes referred to as sentence boundary detection, for ASR transcripts also differs from the task with the same name in the case of written text. SUD for a written document is limited to determining whether a given punctuation symbol, e.g. period and comma, indicates the end of a sentence or a clause. This is because the written document
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Figure 1.1: Enriching ASR transcripts by (1) removing disfluencies and non-speech words, (2) sentence unit detection and (3) capitalization (including name entity detection).

already contains punctuation symbols but whether these symbols indicate the end of a sentence/clause might be ambiguous. In contrast, punctuation symbols are totally absent from ASR transcripts. Thus, this thesis considers the SUD task for ASR transcripts is to identify the location of sentence unit end-points in the transcripts.

In literature, SUD is usually a post-processing step, as depicted in Figure 1.2, which is performed after a transcript is generated by an ASR system. This is firstly because including SUD into an ASR system will significantly increase system complexity [14]. Secondly, a separate system might utilize audio-based information, e.g., prosodic features, more effectively.

Other enriching tasks that relate to SUD for ASR transcripts are sentence segmentation, punctuation restoration [15] and punctuation detection [16, 17]. They all aim to break an unpunctuated transcript into sentence-like units by putting sentence boundary
SUD has had around two decades of development. The task was first clearly defined by the Stolcke and Shirberg team at the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI), University of California, Berkeley [18]. The team was then a part of research groups funded by the U.S National Research Foundation (NRF), under the DARPA Effective, Affordable Reusable Speech-to-text (EARS) program, with the aim to “significantly advance the state of the art in multi-lingual speech recognition of both broadcast news and human-to-human conversational speech”\textsuperscript{1}. SUD was one of the tasks involved under the EARS Rich Transcription project. Over the course of five years, from 2002 to 2007, the EARS program contributed significantly to the development of SUD and its related tasks. Later, the SUD task also received much attention through two famous evaluation campaigns, i.e. NIST Rich Transcription (from 2002-2007) and Internal Workshop on Spoken Language Processing (from 2009 till now). Over the course of SUD development a common SUD framework, typically used in previous studies, has been formed.

A common SUD framework is usually a combination of two major modules, i.e. feature extraction and modeling. The feature extraction module extracts relevant features that are then used in the modeling module as depicted in Figure 1.3. The framework workflow comprises two phases, i.e., training and testing. During the training phase, relevant features and parameters are learn to form a trained model. Consequently, the trained model is used for the prediction of sentence units on unlabeled transcripts during the testing phase. While the feature extraction module behaves the same in both phases, the modeling module behaves differently. It uses its model learning function during training and uses its prediction function during testing. Input transcripts to the framework are

\textsuperscript{1}http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/EARS/
also different in the two phases. The input transcripts require sentence unit labels in the training phase, while in the testing phase the labels are absent. The feature extraction module can be further broken down into two sub-modules, i.e., lexical feature extraction and prosodic feature extraction. This is based on the nature of the types of input data to a SUD system, i.e., whether they are transcripts (or text documents) that provide lexical information, or audio waveforms that provide prosodic information.

![A common SUD framework.](image)

**Lexical information in SUD.** Lexical information is a crucial knowledge resource for SUD [19], since it represents “what is being said” in a spoken document [19]. More importantly, it contains the grammatical structure of each sentence. Additionally, lexical information retains the correlations between individual elements within the sentence and between sentences within the document. Previous works showed that using only lexical features can result in a reasonable performance for SUD. In particular, Che et al. [17] achieved a F1-score of 78.8% when employing lexical features in a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based model. By using a combination of multiple lexical features for a bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Xu et al. [20] achieved a F1-score of 82.5% on Broadcast News reference transcripts. A neural machine translation SUD system using lexical features by Klejch et al. [21] achieved F1-scores of up to 87.03% when tested on reference transcripts of a multi-genre Broadcast News corpus. There are two major advantages in using lexical information for the SUD task. Firstly, it is
derivable from the readily available written text sources, e.g., web pages, online lecture
notes and e-books. Secondly, such lexical-only SUD systems require significantly lesser
storage and computational resources as compared to those with combined prosodic and
lexical information.

Although previous studies have utilized a number of methods for feature extraction
and modeling, there is still a lack of attention to feature selection methods that are
specialized for the SUD task. This report therefore attempts to tackle this problem with
the aim of improving existing SUD systems by fine tuning their input features, that to
reduce input features and model complexity and to improve the system performance by
suggesting the most dominant variant among multiple variants of a same feature types.

1.2 Objective and Thesis Scope

This thesis considers the SUD task as a sequential tagging task, in which given a word
sequence, the task is to label each word boundary in the input sequence with either a
Sentence Unit (SU) label or a Non Sentence Unit (NSU) label to represent the presence
or absence of sentence boundary after the word. Figure 1.4 demonstrates the output of
the SUD task when it works as a sequential tagging task.

Figure 1.4: An example of a SUD as a sequential tagging task.
Furthermore, this thesis uses lexical information as the sole knowledge resource to the SUD systems. This is because of the many advantages of using lexical information. The first advantage is that the lexical features are easy to extract from numerous available sources. Secondly, the building of lexical-based SUD models requires lesser computing and storage resources as compared to the building of multiple-source SUD models.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis studies two approaches to improve the lexical input feature space for SUD systems. The first approach proposes a PMI-based feature selection method to select only informative features for a shallow learning (CRF-based) SUD system [22]. The second approach examines various strategies to train word embedding models which are used to extract feature for a deep learning based SUD system [23]. The contributions of the thesis can be summarized as below:

**The novel PMI-based feature selection method [22]:** The approach investigates the effect of contextual features to the SUD task and proposes a feature selection method using PMI to reduce the input feature space. Here, the surrounding words of each label being predicted are used as the contextual features to the SUD system. Experimental results show that increasing the size of surrounding context gradually from two to ten words improved the system performance. The performance is optimum when the size reaches ten words, i.e., five preceding words and five following words for the label being examined. In addition, the study found that the nearer context, i.e., the first and the second preceding words and the first and the second following words, are dominant for the task. The ones farther away contain redundancy. Based on these findings, the proposed PMI-based feature selection method demonstrated its capability to significantly reduce redundant features for far context, while still maintaining a system performance comparable to the baseline model.

**Examining word embedding representations for a deep learning based SUD [23]:**

The approach examines four variants of word embedding representation. They are
trained with word-based [24] and subword-based skip-gram [25] using in-domain and out-of-domain datasets. The SUD models trained with word embedding vectors extracted from the four variants were evaluated on three testing conditions: (1) test with reference transcripts from the same-domain dataset, (2) test with reference transcripts from the domain-mismatch dataset and (3) test with ASR transcripts from the domain-mismatch dataset. The findings are: (1) the in-domain subword-based embedding gives the best results for all testing conditions. (2) When the out-of-domain word embeddings were used, word-based embedding was shown to be better than subword-based embedding. (3) Even though a large training dataset was used, i.e., the broadcast news speech transcripts contain more than six million of words, system performance was still significantly decreased when tested on domain-mismatch conditions. Performance also decreased when tested with ASR transcripts contains 29.5% WER.

The first work was published in the proceeding of the 8th Asian Conference on Intelligent Information and Database Systems (ACIIDS) in 2016 [22]. The second work has been accepted for presentation in the 2018 International Conference on Asian Language Processing (IALP 2018) [23].

1.4 Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 is a literature survey of the SUD task. The chapter presents an overview of the task from different aspects, i.e. feature extraction and modeling approach.

Chapter 3 presents the proposed PMI-based feature selection method that reduces the space of input features without adversely affecting the performance of a CRF-based SUD system.

Chapter 4 presents the proposed approach to examine the effect of using different word embedding types to a deep learning based SUD system.

Chapter 5 provides a conclusion to the thesis, summarizes our contributions and discusses potential directions for future work.
Chapter 2

An Overview of Sentence Unit Detection for ASR Transcripts

This chapter provides an overview of sentence unit detection specifically for ASR transcripts. In particular, section 2.1 briefly reviews the common work-flow of a SUD system consisting of feature extraction and modeling modules. Subsequently, section 2.2 and section 2.3 review feature extraction methods and modeling techniques respectively, that are popularly employed in literature. Finally, section 2.4 concludes the chapter and introduces the motivation for the next chapters.

2.1 Sentence Unit Detection

In this work, Sentence unit detection is defined as the sequential tagging task that aims to predict a sequence of SU or NSU labels corresponding to each word boundary in an unpunctuated input text sequence. A SUD system’s work-flow consists of feature extraction and modeling modules. Given a raw audio waveform and its unpunctuated transcript, feature extraction is first performed to extract either lexical or prosodic or both information from speech. Lexical features refer to features extracted from the transcription text, e.g., n-gram [18], Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags [19, 26] or word embedding vectors(word2vec) [20, 27]. Prosodic features are derived from the audio data such as pauses, energy and pitch. Extracted features can then be used by any appropriate modeling techniques to train SUD models and to detect SU labels. Typical examples of machine learning techniques for SUD include HMM, CRF, Deep Neural Network (DNN) and LSTM.
A detailed review of typical features used is presented in the next section, followed by section 2.3 in which the common machine learning techniques are discussed.

2.2 Features Extraction

Many features can be extracted from the original audio and transcripts that are given as input for a SUD system. Typically, these features can be classified into two categories, i.e. lexical and prosodic features. Lexical features represent “what is said” while prosodic features represent “how it is said”[19]. The following subsections describe these features and methods to extract them in more details.

2.2.1 Lexical Features

Lexical features are the most popular features for the SUD task [19, 28, 29]. This is due to many reasons, e.g. the task was inspired by the success of the same named task applied on written text [19]. Additionally, in some scenarios, lexical information is the only available information. For example, in the evaluation campaign of the International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation in 2009 (IWSLT 2009) [30], the data provided consisted only of transcripts without original waveforms [28]. Also, textual data is massively available from the Internet and there exist many highly accurate natural language processing toolkits, which can be used for lexical feature extraction. Thus, extracting and using lexical features for the SUD task has a very low barrier to entry.

Language Modeling. Previous studies have mentioned n-gram, skip-gram, bag-of-words, etc. as lexical features in their systems [15, 18, 19, 26]. These features are inspired by techniques used in language modeling. A Language Model (LM) captures the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic properties of text documents based on statistical principles. It can generate a probability measure for a given sequence of words. For example, given a sequence of m words, \( W=w_1, ..., w_i, ..., w_m \) \((1 \leq i \leq m)\), an LM can produce a probability of all the m words sequentially appear together, i.e. \( P(w_1, w_2, ..., w_m) \).

There are several types of LM features, e.g. n-gram, distant bi-gram, skip-gram, trigger and bag-of-words. The two major differences between them are the maximum length of historical context they can cover, and the ability to preserve the word ordering.
Figure 2.1: An example of common feature sets used for LM[1].

within the context [1]. Figure 2.1 shows a few examples of language modeling variations, i.e., n-gram, distant bi-gram, skip-gram, trigger and bag-of-words. Although n-gram is able to preserve all order in the context, it is usually limited to only cover the shortest context \( n \leq 4 \) compared to the others. Distant-bigram and skip-gram select only a few words within the context, and thus they are able to cover a longer context as compare to the n-gram. In contrast, trigger and bag-of-words are totally relaxed on the word ordering, and thus they can handle the longest context \( n \geq 10 \). In practice, these variations of language modeling features are used together as they are complimentary.

Figure 2.2: An example of n-gram used to predict SU labels.

**Language Models used in SUD.** LM techniques can be applied as a prediction model for the SUD task. For example, a typical n-gram model can be utilized to predict the SU labels by casting them as tokens in its lexicon [18]. Figure 2.2 explains a method of predicting SU labels in N-gram LM realization with \( N = 4 \). Using a trained 4-gram
model, we can evaluate the probability of observing the target label “SU” versus “NSU” given the preceding three words context of “ok”, “NSU” and “you”. Stolcke et. al. [31] proposed to treat SU and NSU labels as hidden events in a LM model, namely as the Hidden Event Language Model(HELM), to jointly capture the probability of a word in the given sequence and its SU and NSU labels. The success of using n-gram and HELM in predicting SUs has been utilized in SRILM1 - a popular LM toolkit developed by Andreas [32]. Its SUD function has also being applied for machine translation and is a part of the MOSES toolkit2 - a machine translation toolkit - to segment a document into sentences and translate it from one language to another [7].

The other way to utilize LM techniques in SUD is to treat them as methods for feature extraction. The extracted features are the input sequence with probability distributions over the given training data. This extraction could be processed via a number of available NLP toolkits such as SRILM and NLTK3. Feature extraction using language modeling techniques can also directly perform in Markov style models such as HMM, Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) and CRF [33].

**Word embedding.** Word embedding is a relatively new form of word presentation produced by neural network based LM [34]. Instead of a statistical probability distribution over n-gram of words, a neural network based approach models the distributed representations of words. Specifically, a word is represented by a distribution of weights across a dimensional vector which reflects the relationship between the word and its context neighbors.

Two popular word embeddings, i.e. Continuous-Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) and skip-gram, were proposed by Mikolov et al. [35]. They are extracted from two neural language model architectures which reflect the relation between a word and its neighbors. The CBOW network predicts the current word based on its neighbors, while the skip-gram network predicts the neighbors given the current word[35]. Figure 2.3 depicts these two architectures with an example of the current word \( w_t = \text{“out”} \) and its neighbors, i.e. \( w_{t-2} = \text{“we”}, \ w_{t-1} = \text{“go”}, \ w_{t+1} = \text{“for”}, \ w_{t+2} = \text{“lunch”} \). The CBOW predicts the current word \( w_t \) using the neighbors, while the skip-gram predicts the neighbors

---

1http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
2http://www.statmt.org/moses/
3https://www.nltk.org/index.html
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Figure 2.3: Examples of CBOW and skip-gram representations.

$w_{t-2}, w_{t-1}, w_{t+1}, w_{t+2}$ based on $w_t$. The CBOW and skip-gram word embedding can be efficiently trained and extracted on a customized training text data using the word2vec toolkit\(^4\) provided by the same authors.

Word embedding variations are popularly employed in recent neutral network based SUD models. For example, Che et al. [17] used embedding vectors built using GloVe [36], Xu et al. [20] used supervised word embeddings, where the word embeddings are trained toward the targets of SU or NSU labels. Klejch et al. [21] trained their word embedding using Theano [37].

NLP tags. NLP tag based features such as POS, Chunk tags are popular for the SUD task [26, 38, 39]. The tags are known to carry the grammatical, linguistic characteristics of words in a sequence. POS tags are typically assigned to each individual word in a sequence, to indicate its grammatical form, such as whether the word is a noun, a verb or a preposition. On the other hand, Chunk tags work on a group of a few neighboring words, where the group is a “chunk” of grammatical phrase, e.g. noun

\(^4\)https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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phrase and verb phrase. For example a “chunk” of noun phrase that contains three individual words, the words will be sequentially tagged as Start-of-Noun-Phrase (S-NP), In-Noun-Phrase (I-NP) and End-of-Noun-Phrase (E-NP).

![Figure 2.4: An example of an input sequence with its POS and Chunk tags.](https://www.nltk.org)

In the past, NLP tags such as POS and Chunk tags were only obtainable through manual tagging by linguistic experts. Recently, the tags have been accurately obtainable through machine learning techniques. Famous toolkits that perform well on these tagging task are SENNA toolkit [40, 41], NLTK\(^5\), the Stanford Log-linear POS Tagger [42, 43] and SpaCy\(^6\). An example of a POS and Chunk tags produced using SENNA is shown in Figure 2.4. The availability of these toolkits contributes significantly to the usability of NLP tags in SUD, since using available pre-train models no longer required manual work.

Previous studies, e.g., [17, 26, 31, 44, 45, 46, 47], have shown that language model variations, e.g., n-gram, word embedding, and NLP tags are informative to the task. This is based on the nature of written (and also for spoken) documents, in which words in the same sentence alway have a certain level of cohesion, as opposed to words from different sentences. Stolcke et al. [31] has shown that improved performance was achieved when POS tags were added as features to their existing HMM which relied on an underlying n-gram language model. Consequently, Huang and Zweig [44], Liu et al. [45] and Xu et al. [26] also employed POS and Chunk tags in their systems. Experimental results

\(^{5}\text{https://www.nltk.org}\)

\(^{6}\text{https://spacy.io}\)
in the above works showed improvement when the tags were added as additional input features. More recently, word embedding with variations were commonly used in deep neural network based systems [17, 21, 47]. Word embedding has shown to be more effective as compared to traditional n-gram styled features because of two main reasons. Firstly, it does not face the problem of data sparsity. Secondly, it does not require a fixed context length and thus can be dynamically set to better fit the input data.

Lexical features have been shown to be informative for the SUD task. They are easy to obtain through a number of available toolkits. Additionally, most of the available toolkits, e.g., SENNA [40], word2vec [35] or GloVe [36], allow their models to be re-trained with customized training text. On the other hand, text data sources are readily available on the Internet, through various sources such as online news, lectures, e-books, Wikipedia\(^7\). These advantages inspired this study to only focus on using lexical features and to extensively explore the effectiveness of different lexical features for the SUD task.

### 2.2.2 Prosodic Features

In this thesis, prosodic features refer to prosody properties of larger units, e.g., a syllable, a word, or a utterance of speech rather than individual phonetic segments, such as vowels and consonants, which might be more common in other research. Prosody is known to be able to preserve descriptive characteristics of speakers’ emotions, focus and their intended sentence end forms, e.g., question, statement or command. Because of the last characteristic, prosodic features are considered as exclusive and descriptive information sources for SUD for ASR transcripts [2, 14, 31, 48].

Hundreds of prosodic features have been used in past studies [26, 31, 49]. However, there does not exist a countable list of prosodic features in literature [50]. It is only agreeable that prosodic features can be described via their two common aspects, i.e., auditory information and acoustic information. Auditory information is more related to individual speaking styles, e.g., the pitch of a voice, lengths, loudness and sound quality. Acoustic information on the other hand relates to computationally extractable information such as fundamental frequency (F0), duration, intensity and spectral representation. In SUD, prosodic features employed are commonly derived from acoustic information rather than

\(^7\)https://www.wikipedia.org
auditory information. The section below briefly describes three major prosodic feature groups within the category of acoustic information, i.e., pause duration, energy and fundamental frequency (F0). Most of features used in recent SUD systems [26, 39, 49] are derived from these three.

Pause Duration: Speakers tend to have longer pauses than usual at the end of a sentence [31, 49]. This holds true not only in English but in other languages such as French, Japanese, Hindi, Spanish [51]. They are described as voiceless regions within a stream of continuous speech which fall below an adaptively found threshold [2]. Figure 2.5 shows an aligned speech signal and word level transcript of the given speech utterance. In this example, there is a long pause at both of the word boundaries which are tagged with SU labels, especially after the word “day”. However, pause duration and distribution might vary in different languages and are speaker dependent [49]. This variation might even occur from the same speakers but in different speaking conditions, e.g., between reading and spontaneous speech. This means that pause durations might require a normalization before being utilized as features for SUD systems.

Fundamental frequency: Fundamental frequency (F0), sometimes referred to as pitch - although they are not exactly the same - is another popular prosodic feature used in SUD. F0 represents the frequency of speech. It is drawn from the lowest frequency
values of a periodic waveform. It has been observed that variations of F0 feature, i.e. F0 range, F0 reset, F0 slope and F0 duration are particularly informative for SUD [49, 51]. Figure 2.6 shows an aligned diagram of F0 variations with word level transcripts of a given speech utterance. It shows the fluctuation of F0 values over the speech signals along the time axis. Here, the same observations as in previous works [2, 49, 51] were noted: Firstly, there is a tendency for F0 to slope downwards at words with SU labels, i.e., “day” and “lunch”. Secondly, broken trajectories happen at both sentence ends, i.e., “day” and “lunch”. And lastly, there is sign of pitch reset at the beginning word of the sentence, i.e., “should”. It is also important to note that raw F0 features are difficult to model [49], and thus might require smoothing techniques when used.

![Figure 2.6: Examples of F0 features: F0 slope, F0 Continuity, F0 reset and F0 range.](image)

**Energy**: Energy reflects the power used in a spoken utterance, i.e. a loud voice is represented by higher energy values while a soft voice is represented by lower energy values. The usefulness of energy features for SUD is still controversial. Shriberg et al. [49] claimed that energy features are less reliable and largely redundant with pause duration and pitch features. However, Pausch [2] observed that speakers generally finish long sentences with lower energy rather than taking an additional breath towards the end of the sentence. Thus, the author concluded that measuring the decay of short-term energy can be quite informative for the SUD task. Figure 2.7 depicts energy decay features. The figure is from Pausch’s work [2].

From these three main features, it is possible to extract hundreds of variations. Examples of *pause duration* variations are: Pause durations after words, phonemes, segments and speaker turn [52]. *F0 variations* include F0 slope, F0 contour, F0 continuity, F0
reset [49], F0 at downdrift, initial and final intonation [2]. And energy variations are: energy decay, energy pause duration and energy intensity [2]. Others than these three main groups, previous studies have also mentioned auditory features [39], speaker gender, speaker turn [49], rate of speech (ROS) and frame-based features such as frame energy, zero-crossing rate [53].

One way to extract prosodic feature is to use open-source prosodic extraction toolkit. A prosodic features extraction toolkit is provided by Huang et al. [52]. The toolkit can extract multiple prosodic features without requiring a lot of hand-labeled data [52]. This makes prosodic features easily extractable from audio sources. More importantly, prosodic features are relatively robust with respect to recognition errors by the ASR system, as extracting these features does not rely on the detected words. Thus, prosodic features are considered as “ASR error tolerant” features in literature [31].

It was not popular to use prosodic features as the sole feature source to a SUD system in previous studies. However, studies by Wang et al. [53] and Wang and Narayana [48] showed that using only prosodic features still managed to achieve remarkable results. In particular, the system by Wang et al. [53] used pauses, ROS and a few phone-based features achieved 82.3% accuracy on conversational speech corpus. The system by Wang and Narayana [48] achieved 75% accuracy on a conversational telephony speech corpus.
with only pitch features. A more common strategy for utilizing resources to a SUD system is to combine both lexical and prosodic features [16, 33, 45, 49, 54].

Even though we have provided an overview of prosodic features, this thesis choose to focus on only lexical information for SUD as explained in Chapter 1.

2.3 Modeling Approaches

Features obtained through feature extraction module are used for modeling. In order to model extracted features, there are two aspects to consider. The first is how to incorporate the features efficiently and the second is which machine learning technique to choose. This section reviews strategies and machine learning techniques that are common in literature.

2.3.1 Feature Incorporation Strategy

How to incorporate multiple available features efficiently is the first consideration in modeling module. It is straightforward to individually model single source features in a single model, i.e., prosodic model and lexical model, and then use the model for prediction. However a majority of previous works employ the combination of the two models for their systems [13, 20, 29, 55] as the two models are known to be complimentary to each other. Figure 2.8 summarizes a number of feature incorporation strategies commonly used in previous studies. In this section, two popular feature incorporation strategies are described. The first directly incorporates all available features into a single model (called Direct Combination). The second, considerably easier to deal with than the first, forms separate models for each feature sources, then combines the obtained models using some interpolation strategies (called Model Interpolation).

**Direct Combination.** Direct combination is a straightforward strategy for the incorporation of features into a modelling method. However, in practice, it faces a number of difficulties when features are from different sources with different characteristics and complicated dependencies. For example, features that correlate to the others will ruin the independent assumption in many modelling methods, while different features might require different representation forms that cause difficulty in handling all of them at once.
A popular approach of using a statistical finite state machine proposed by Christensen et al. [56]. In the work, the work is similar to the SUD task defined in this thesis that the goal is to predict the sequence of punctuation marks corresponding to the word boundaries of the input words sequence. The prosodic features used are only pause durations, phoneme durations and pitch. For lexical features, they employ an LM-based model providing the joint probability of a sequence of words with their corresponding punctuation classes. Both prosodic and linguistic features are experimentally modeled using two approaches, i.e. a statistical finite state machine (FSM) and a Multiple Layer Perceptron (MLP). Experimental results confirm that models from combined linguistic and prosodic features achieve better performance as compared to the models that use only lexical information. Moreover, the author concluded that pause durations are the most informative prosodic features for the task.

Another attempt at the direct modeling approach is the work by Huang and Zweig [44]. The authors propose a MaxEnt framework that directly models lexical features, i.e. n-gram with context of five words which contains two preceding and two following of the word being examined, and only pause duration as a prosodic feature. Experiments on spontaneous speech corpus show that their proposed framework achieve a F-measure of 80% and 73% on reference and automatic transcript, respectively. More recently, Tilk and Alumäe [47] introduce an LSTM model for punctuation restoration task. In the
work, the lexical features are word embedding vectors obtained using an LSTM model with attention mechanism for the punctuation restoration task. The lexical features are then concatenated to pause duration features as input to another LSTM model for final prediction. The model shows an overall reduction of 1.37% and 1.01% classification error rate on reference and ASR transcripts respectively, when compared with a “lexical-only” LSTM model.

Model Interpolation. The second approach is to interpolate the results from two individual models of lexical and prosodic features. Common flow for these combined systems is: Firstly, separate single models for which lexical and prosodic features are built; Then, a combination method is used to interpolate the two models, forming the final model for prediction. Alternatively, a lexical model is first built, and its prediction probabilities are then incorporated into the prosodic models, and vice versa, the prosodic model provides posterior probabilities to incorporate into the lexical models. The latter is more common than the former in literature.

A study by Gotoh and Renals [29] shows that the combination of a LM model and a pause duration model significantly outperforms the baseline n-gram models. Shriberg et al. [49] builds a separate n-gram language model for lexical features and a Decision Tree for prosodic features. The model is then combined through a HMM framework. Another example is the CRF-based system proposed by Liu et al. [45]. In the work, lexical features are directly modeled by CRF, but prosodic features are modeled in a DT. Preliminary prediction results from the DT were then put into CRF as additional features. Inspired by Liu et al. [45] work, Xu et al. [26] built a similar system, however, instead of DT, the authors used a deep learning method to handle prosodic features.

In summary, a directly combined model is the preferred choice of modeling when dealing with limited features, while model interpolation is better suited when large number of features are involved. In the next section, a review of machine learning techniques that are popularly used in the literature is presented.

2.3.2 Machine Learning Techniques

Over the last two decades, a substantial amount of machine learning techniques have been applied for the SUD task. Figure 2.9 summarizes the taxonomy of machine learning
techniques for SUD by organizing the techniques into different categories, i.e. supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. The largest category is the supervised learning, which includes both shallow and deep learning (will be explained shortly) techniques, and the next category is semi-supervised learning. There are an unknown number of unsupervised learning applied to SUD so far.

Figure 2.9: A top-down tree map for modelling approaches in SUD research.

Note that in this thesis, the techniques under shallow learning and deep learning are distinguished by:

(i) Shallow learning techniques rely heavily on feature engineering and selection. Deep learning techniques are almost able to learn feature representation themselves.

(ii) Shallow learning techniques are graphically represented by networks that contain no or only one hidden layer while deep learning have neutral network structures, with more than one hidden layer.

In the following sub-sections, the use of common techniques from the above three major groups, i.e. shallow and deep, and semi-supervised learning, in various of previous works will be summarized.

2.3.2.1 Shallow Learning

Shallow learning refers to techniques that have graphical representation with less than 1 hidden layer, consisting mainly of directed and undirected models, i.e., HMM, MaxEnt and CRF. The use of these three techniques in SUD will be reviewed in the following sections.
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Hidden Markov Models. HMM is a statistical model that relies on the Markov chains theory. It assumes that the input system is a Markov process containing hidden states. Each state in a HMM may connect to other states by an edge. The transition between states is regularized by state transition probabilities. In SUD, a simplified version of HMM, i.e., first order HMM, is usually employed.

A very first HMM-based SUD framework is proposed by Shriberg et al. [49]. The framework provides the capability of handling both lexical and prosodic features. Specifically, HMM serves as an interpolation method, to incorporate prior results from lexical and prosodic models. The lexical model is built using a statistical LM method and the prosodic model uses a DT. The resulting model outperforms the state-of-the-art statistical n-gram models. The proposed HMM based framework is then popularly adopted in multiple participating systems of NIST Rich Transcription Evaluation in Fall 2003 [38]. The only difference among the proposed systems is feature choice and the method to incorporate the features into the framework. Features are modeled by HMM either through direct combination, or model interpolation. Through the evaluation, the effectiveness of HMM with respect to the SUD task is confirmed, i.e., all the winning systems in different evaluation conditions are built using a HMM based framework.

It is generally agreed among researchers that HMM is effective for the SUD task [33, 38, 49]. This is because HMM has a number of advantages over the statistical LM methods. Firstly, it is able to capture the context of the sequence. Secondly, it is computationally efficient, and thus it is easy to incorporate real-value features, e.g., posterior probabilities produced by prosodic models [49]. However, a drawback of HMM is that it maximizes the joint probability of training observations and events, resulting in decreased performance from unseen observations when performed under test conditions. Additionally, its underlying LM strongly depends on the assumption of feature independence, therefore it faces difficulty in incorporating multiple correlated features [33].

Maximum Entropy Models. To overcome the drawbacks of HMM, MaxEnt is proposed in 2002 [44]. MaxEnt relies on conditional likelihood theory, i.e., it directly models the labels posteriors and explicitly discriminates between correct and incorrect labels.

Two remarkable SUD systems relying on the MaxEnt framework were quite successful in the past: the Huang and Zweig [44] system and the the Liu et al. [33] system.
These systems made use of the flexibility of the MaxEnt model when incorporating multiple features, especially the correlated ones. The MaxEnt system [44] were designed for punctuation annotation on conversational speech transcription. The input features are five neighboring words and pause duration measured in 0.01 second intervals. These features are inputs to the uni-gram and bi-gram models. In the Liu et al. system, the MaxEnt was investigated with a richer set of lexical and prosodic features, including n-gram, POS, speaker turn, pause duration, pitch and energy. Because the independent assumption was relaxed, multiple lexical features were engaged directly in the MaxEnt model together with posterior probabilities from a DT-based prosodic model. Experimental results showed that the MaxEnt model outperformed the HMM model when dealing with only text features. However, when both prosodic and lexical features are used, the MaxEnt model performed worse on automatic transcripts. Interestingly, the combination of the two models yields the best performance. This is reasonable as the two approaches are complementary in strengths and weaknesses. The MaxEnt model can combine several knowledge sources with ease and the HMM model is capable of directly modeling real-valued prosodic features.

The MaxEnt model therefore provides the advantage of being able to model multiple features easily. However, it has two drawbacks: 1) it models only local evidences, i.e., surrounding words and prosodic features, and 2) it can only receive categorical features. The first drawback means that longer context information is not captured, while the second drawback means that continuous real-valued data, which is frequent in the SUD task, needs to be transformed to suit the input requirements of MaxEnt, leading to a loss of information.

**Conditional Random Fields.** CRF is proposed by Lafferty et al. [57] and further optimized for shallow parsing and similar tasks by Sha and Pereira [58]. CRF has a combined advantages from the HMM and MaxEnt models, and thus has been increasingly employed in the SUD task. Similar to MaxEnt, the CRF model can integrate multiple correlated features easily. Additionally, the CRF uses sequence decoding that is globally optimal, which is one of advantage of HMM.

A common variation of general CRF, i.e., Linear Chain CRF, was first adopted for SUD by Liu et al. [45]. In which, the proposed framework includes two steps: A DT
is employed to model prosodic features. Its predicted posterior probabilities were then categorized as input for the CRF model. On the other hand, lexical features were word identities, POS tags and Chunk tags. The work shows that the CRF framework is superior to both HMM and MaxEnt, especially for conversational speech corpora. The work also confirms that the combination results from HMM, MaxEnt, and CRFs yielded the best result in all testing conditions.

Among various of shallow learning techniques, CRF was found to be superior the others[26, 39, 45]. Thus, we adopts a CRF framework that similar to Liu et al. [45] and Xu et al. [26] systems as the baseline system to our work presented in Chapter 3.

2.3.2.2 Deep Learning

The very first deep learning architecture adopted for SUD by Xu et al. [26]. In the work, a Deep Feed-Forward Neural Network (DNN) is used to model prosodic features and produces posterior probabilities as input for a CRF framework for further modelling. Since then, various deep learning architectures have been used such as CNN [17], Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [47] and LSTM [21]. This section briefly reviews the above mentioned deep learning architectures for SUD.

Deep Feed-forward Neural Network. In 2014, Xu et al. [26] made the first attempt at using deep learning, i.e. DNN, for SUD. Specifically, the work further improved the Liu [19] CRF based framework by replacing the DT with a DNN architecture to model prosodic features. The DNN transformed prosodic feature inputs into a non-linear mapping of posterior probabilities of boundaries. The probabilities were then combined with lexical features as input to a linear-chain CRF model for final prediction of sentence boundaries. As compared to DT, DNN is able to capture more complex statistical patterns. This is because DNN can learn important feature representations from a large raw input set through non-linear transformations. Thus, a DNN based model is more suitable for dealing with real-valued prosodic features. Even though both DT and DNN experience deterioration of performance on ASR transcripts as compared to reference transcripts, the DT model suffers more performance deterioration, indicating that DNN is more robust in handling “imperfect prosodic features”. Experiments on Broadcast News corpus
showed that the DNN-CRF model significantly outperforms the DT-CRF model. Specifically, the DNN-CRF model reduced NIST scores by up to 16.7% and 4.1% on reference and automatic transcriptions respectively as compared to the DT-CRF model.

**Convolutional Neural Network.** CNN is a specialized deep learning architecture for dealing with image processing problems. Very deep CNN architectures were very successful in a number of recent image processing competitions. For example Resnet He et al. [59] won first place in several tasks in the ILSVRC2015\(^8\) competition and the COCO 2015 competition\(^9\).

CNN is rarely adopted for the SUD task, as its fundamental concept make it different from the task, i.e. CNN is specially designed for grid-based data, while input to an SUD system is sequential. However, there is an interesting work using CNN for SUD by Gale and Parthasarathy [60], in which the authors employed a very deep CNN network to produce character-based features. These features are then fed into a bidirectional LSTM (biLSTM) architecture, in conjunction with word embedding features for predicting punctuation. Experiments showed that the character-based features built from CNN were useful to the biLSTM model.

**Long Short-Term Memory.** Recently LSTM has been shown to be effective for sequence tagging tasks. This is because LSTM is able to capture and remember historical context information, which is crucial for sequential tasks.

In 2015, Tilk and Alumae [47] introduced a two-stage LSTM for the SUD task. This was the first study applying RNNs for punctuation restoration. LSTMs exhibit many characteristics that make them more suitable for the SUD task compared to primitive models like n-grams. LSTMs overcome the data sparsity issue and generalize well to unseen data instances by learning distributed word representations [34] or entire contexts [35]. The biLSTM based SUD achieved a 16.9% and 8.8% reduction in the number of restoration errors for reference and ASR transcripts respectively when the LSTM model was tested on Estonian broadcast news, compared to a DT model that uses HELM posteriors and pause durations.

Recently, Xu et al. [20] proposed a biLSTM based framework for SUD. The significant difference of the work done by Xu et al. [20] as compared to other biLSTM based

\(^8\)http://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2015/

\(^9\)http://cocodataset.org/#detection-2015
systems is that the work used a supervised word embedding instead of unsupervised word embeddings. The work shows that the word embedding vectors, which are obtained from supervised training on a large dataset with attention to sentence unit labels, were more closely correlated to the presence of the SU labels. The authors compare two SUD models, the first model uses the unsupervised CBOW and the second model uses the supervised embedding vectors as the lexical feature. The experiment results on a Broadcast News corpus shows that the latter significantly outperforms the former. These results give an insight on a possibility to improve deep learning based SUD systems’ performance by a careful choice of word embedding types as input for the systems. Thus, it is the motivation for our work, which will be later presented in Chapter 4, to perform an intensive examination of word embedding types usage for a deep learning based SUD system.

2.3.3 Semi-supervised Approaches

Other than the above supervised learning method, there were some previous works that attempted to deal with limited training data condition. Proposed approaches include model adaptation [61] and co-training [62].

The fundamental idea of model adaptations is to employ out-of-domain labeled data to build a model for the limited in-domain data. Cuendet et al. [61] proposed an adaptation approach in which a large amount of available conversational telephonic speech data was employed as out-of-domain data to perform SUD on a limited meeting speech corpus. The authors tried four adaptation strategies. In the simplest strategy, that of data concatenation, the classifier is built on the joined set of both in-domain and out-of-domain data. The second strategy is logistical interpolation, in which the output of two separately built classifiers is combined using a logistic function. The third strategy is to build a classifier on out-of-domain data and employ the confidence scores from this classifier as one feature in the in-domain classifier. The last strategy is a boosting adaptation strategy in which the classifier is built on out-of-domain data and the in-domain data is used to “adapt” the model using a boosting method. In general, logistical interpolation performed better than other adaptation strategies, independent of the size of the in-domain training data. It was observed that with an increase in the amount of in-domain meeting data used, there was a decrease in performance difference between
the model trained only with meeting data and the mixed models. Interestingly, apart from the data concatenation strategy, all adaptation strategies improved performance from the baseline model built only on meeting data, even with the use of the full meeting data. As preliminary work on applying model adaptation for SUD, the paper showed potential for more accurate adaptation strategies to increase performance or extend the proposed approach to other corpora such as broadcast news.

Another strategy to deal with limited training data is co-training. Co-training is a semi-supervised algorithm that uses multiple weak models to form a stronger model. Its objective is to increase the amount of labeled training data by incorporating large amounts of unlabeled data. Classifiers trained on different “views” of labeled data are used to label the unlabeled data. Out of this set of newly labeled data, the most confidently labeled examples are added to the manually labeled set. Several iterations of co-training are usually performed. Guz et al. [62] proposed to use a co-training algorithm to strengthen the SUD task by considering lexical and prosodic features as two views of the data. According to them, the amount of labeled data readily available for SUD justifies the requirement of the co-training approach. Their experimental results show that the co-training approach is superior to using only one single knowledge source (lexical/prosodic). Additionally, when the available training dataset is small, in the range of 1000 labeled samples, the co-training approach significantly outperforms the traditional supervised training baseline for both lexical and prosodic features by 25% and 12% relative.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has provided an overview of the SUD task in the literature. A broad description of the overall structure of an SUD system has been presented.

Many of the previous studies have been reviewed with regard to their feature extraction methods and modeling approaches used. Throughout this review, it can be concluded that lexical information is crucial for SUD research. Furthermore, there is a much less studies on optimizing of lexical features, such as feature extraction and feature selection, for the SUD task compared to proposing new modeling approaches. This
motivates us to focus on optimizing feature extraction and selection methods to improve the current SUD systems. Details of the work will be presented in Chapter 3.

The literature survey also showed a recent trend in SUD research which replacing shallow learning techniques by deep learning techniques in SUD. Different from shallow learning techniques that rely heavily on feature extraction process, many deep learning techniques are known to be able to extract feature representation from raw feature efficiently. This open a question of whether optimizing input feature space still helpful for deep learning based SUD models. This question motivates our work which will be presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3

Optimizing Input Feature Space Using Pointwise Mutual Information

In the last chapter, an overview of previous works and a review of state-of-the-art feature extraction and modeling techniques were presented. The review revealed that many existing systems did not perform feature selection prior to using them for modeling. Without selection could significantly increase computational cost and storage space requirements of models. These two issues motivate this work to examine PMI as a feature selection technique. PMI measures the relevance between an input feature and the presence of sentence boundary label $SU$ at hypothesized word boundary positions. Hence, PMI values can be used to evaluate if a feature is informative. The proposed method is tested with a SUD model built using CRF with training data from a subset of the Gigaword dataset. Experimental results show a reduction of 44.47% in the number of input features while maintaining a F1-score comparable to the baseline model that directly used the original raw input features. This chapter’s contributions were published in [22].

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the baseline system which uses the distant-bigram for feature extraction and CRF for its modeling. Subsequently, a two components of the baseline system are described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. The proposed framework is then described in Section 3.4. Experiments are reported in section 3.5. Lastly, section 3.6 discusses the finding and future directions.
3.1 Introduction

SUD task can be viewed as a sequential tagging task to predict a sequence of SU or NSU labels corresponding to an input word sequence. Figure 3.1 depicts the baseline sequential tagging SUD system work-flow including its training and testing phases. During the training phase, the input is a combination of word sequence \( S_n = (w_1, \ldots, w_i, \ldots, w_n) \) and its corresponding target label sequence \( L_n = (l_1, \ldots, l_i, \ldots, l_n) \), where subscript \( i \) indicates position in the sequence. Here \( w_i \) is a word from a given dictionary \( D \) and \( l_i \in \{SU, NSU\} \) - where SU and NSU are the “Sentence Unit” or “Non Sentence Unit” labels. Extracted features are represented by \( X_n = (x_1, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_n) \) and indexed to the original input word sequence. The label sequence \( L_n \) is converted into binary representations, i.e., \( Y_n = (y_1, \ldots, y_i, \ldots, y_n) \), where \( y_i \in \{1, 0\} \) and corresponds to SU or NSU. Hence, each pair of an extracted feature and its corresponding label representation \((x_i, y_i)\) at word index \( i \) is a training sample for modeling. In the case of a large training dataset is used, the number of training samples are can be huge. The trained model generated during training phase is used for SUD prediction. The output from the testing phase is a sequence of labels NSU or SU representing the SUD prediction result for the input sequence.

In Figure 3.1, the sequence “it is such a beautiful day /s should we go out for lunch /s” will be used as an example of training input sequence, while the sequence “how are you
today are you ok” will be used as an example of testing phase input.

### 3.2 Feature Extraction

The goal of the feature extraction module is to convert the raw input text into a set of features that better represents the data attributes. In this study, we employ distant-bigram \([1, 63, 64, 65]\) for feature extraction. A distant-bigram feature is a word from the left or the right context side, and the word has a distance of \(k\) words away from the position of the word boundary being considered. Here \(k < 0\) represents the left context and \(k > 0\) represents the right context.

Figure 3.2 demonstrates an example of multiple distant-bigram feature extraction for the word boundary at \(w_6 = \text{“day”}\) with \(k\) ranging from \(-6\) to \(+6\) and \(k \neq 0\). The set of extracted features is denoted by \(X_{k}\) and each extracted feature is denoted by \(x_{k} = \{w_j, k\}\), where \(w_j\) is the word that has distance of \(j\) words preceding or following the hypothesized boundary. Specifically, in this example, \(j = (6 + (k + 1))\) with \(k < 0\) and \(j = (6 + k)\) with \(k > 0\). For example, with \(k = -6\), \(x_{-6} = \{w_1 = \text{“it”}, k = -6\}\), and with \(k = +2\), \(x_{+2} = \{w_8 = \text{“we”}, k = +2\}\).

Note that our baseline system uses multiple distant-bigram features extracted for every word in the input sequence. In which \(k\) varies from \(-n/2\) to \(n/2\) and \(k \neq 0\). Here \(n\) is a predefined context size of the word boundary being hypothesized. An optimal value for \(n\) needs to be tuned for different datasets.

### 3.3 Conditional Random Fields For SUD Modeling

This work employs CRF \([57]\) as the modeling technique in both the baseline and the proposed frameworks. CRF estimates the conditional probability distribution of label sequence \(L\) over the input sequence \(S\). CRF \([57]\) is formulated as follows:

\[
P_{\lambda}(L|S) = \frac{1}{Z(X)} \exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \lambda_j f_j(y_i, x_i) \right)
\]

(3.1)

\(X\) is a feature set extracted from \(S\), \(Y\) is the binary representation of \(L\), \(n\) is the length of sequence \(S\) and \(m\) is the total number of feature functions (details of feature function
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Figure 3.2: An example of multiple distant-bigram features for the word boundary at \( w_6 = \text{"day"} \) in the sequence. Here \( -6 \leq k \leq +6 \) and \( k \neq 0 \).

building is presented shortly), \( \lambda_j \) is a parameter to weight the importance of the feature function \( f_j(y_i, x_i) \) to the prediction.

Given a sequence of input feature \( X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\} \) and its corresponding label sequence \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_n\} \), then the input to a CRF modeling is a sequence of feature and label pairs \((X, Y)\), where:

\[
(X, Y) = \{(x_1, y_1), ..., (x_i, y_i), ..., (x_n, y_n)\}
\]

The process of modeling a CRF model consists of two steps, i.e., feature function building and parameter learning. Firstly, the feature function building generates feature function \( f_j(y_i, x_i) \) from the given input sequence \((X, Y)\). Note that \( 1 \leq j \leq m \) and \( m \) is the total number of feature functions that are built from the whole training dataset. Consequently, parameter learning estimates parameter \( \lambda_j \) for each feature function \( f_j \) based on the CRF Equation 3.1.

**Feature function building:** Figure 3.3 demonstrates an example of the feature function building for the extracted features of the word boundary being hypothesized at \( w_6 = \text{"day"} \), the extraction process is presented in section 3.2. The input to the CRF Feature Function Building module is twelve distant-bigram features with \( -6 \leq k \leq +6 \) and \( k \neq 0 \). The word boundary of \( w_6 \) is labeled as \( y_j = 1 \). The feature function is simply an if-else function representing a guess if the word boundary being hypothesized is labeled as \( SU \) (\( y_j = 1 \)) or \( NSU \) (\( y_j = 0 \)). A feature function might be assigned a
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Figure 3.3: An example of building feature functions for the word boundary being hypothesized at \( w_b = \text{“day”} \) using its twelve distant-bigram features.

real value between from 0 to 1; however, in practice, it is normally set to 1 if its given condition is met; otherwise, it is set to 0. In this example, \( f_{601} \) is set to 1 if the distant-bigram \( k = -6 \) feature \( x_j \) is equal to \{it, \( k = -6 \}\} and its binary label \( y_j = 1 \), otherwise, it is set to 0. Here the pair \((x_j, y_j)\) represents the feature/label pair that is examined during training.

Given a training dataset, the number of built feature functions is equal to the number number of unique input features \(|X|\) multiplied by the number of prediction labels \(|L|\), i.e.,:

\[
m = |L| \times |X|.
\]

Note that in the SUD task, \(|L| = 2\).

Parameter Learning: Figure 3.4 demonstrates an example of the parameter learning process. Assume that twelve feature functions are given (as shown at the top of the Figure). During the parameter learning process, for each of the training sequence, a \( P(Y|X) \) is obtained using Equation 3.1. There are only a few parameter \( \lambda_j \) (\( 0 < j \leq m \)) that multiplied by a non-zero constants, i.e., only \( \lambda_j \) when its corresponding feature function conditions are matched. For example, when applied to the training sequence
“we have had a good day in a beautiful garden”, only $\lambda_5$, $\lambda_6$, $\lambda_7$ corresponding to feature functions $f_5$, $f_6$, and $f_7$ are multiplied to non-zero, i.e., values of 2, 1, 1 respectively.

Given that the training data contains many labeled sequences, for each training sequence $L$ with its feature set $X$ and the label sequence $Y$, a $P(Y|X)$ that depends on only $\lambda_j$ is obtainable. Here $0 < j < m$, where $m$ is the total number of feature functions. To estimate $\lambda_j$, a straightforward strategy is used to calculate $\lambda_j$ base on all $P(Y|X)$. However, in practice, the parameter learning is usually carried by dynamic programming because the number of training sequences is often in the thousands to millions and hence is not feasible for direct calculation.

![Parameter Learning Diagram](image)

Figure 3.4: An example of parameter learning.

### 3.4 Proposed framework

As presented in the previous section, the number of feature functions for a CRF model is equal to the number of $m$ parameters need to be estimated. In the SUD task $m = 2 \times |X|$. The value of $m$ is increased significantly when multiple features are used. Let say we used distant-bigram features from a contextual size of $n$, i.e. $n/2$ neighbor words from the left and $n/2$ neighbor words from the right of the hypothesized word boundary. The training data size is $|D|$. Then, the number of extracted feature $|X|$ might be up to $n \times |D|$. Note that $|D|$ can be millions of words. Thus, the number of parameters $m$ which is needed to be estimated is huge.
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One way to reduce a model complexity is to reduce the number of input features $|X|$. Reducing $|X|$ can be realized by feature selection techniques. A feature selection method usually uses a relevance measurement between features and target label\([66]\), i.e. $\text{Relevance}(x_i, SU)$, to evaluate if the features is useful to the model building and prediction. In this work, PMI \([67]\) is examined to measure effectiveness and relevance. The proposed framework work-flow is depicted in Figure 3.5. As compared to the baseline, the framework has an additional step, i.e., feature selection, to select only relevant features for modeling. During training phrase, an optimal value for the PMI-based selection threshold will be learned, while during testing phase, the threshold is used to select only informative features for the later prediction.

3.4.1 Pointwise Mutual Information

PMI has been shown to be an effective measurement of relevance between a feature and the target label \([66]\). It has been a common feature selection method in various machine learning tasks such as selection text categorization \([68, 69]\), sentiment classification \([70]\), computer vision \([71]\) and opinion mining \([72]\).
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In this work, PMI measures the relevance score between a distant-bigram feature to the presence of the SU label at the being hypothesized word boundaries. In particular, assuming that \( x_i \) is a distant-bigram feature of the word \( w_i \), the PMI score for a feature \( x_i \) represents the probability of the word boundary at \( w_i \) is labeled as SU, i.e., its binary label \( y_i = 1 \), given the feature \( x_i \). The PMI formula is shown in Equation 3.2.

\[
PMI(x_i, y_i = 1) = \log \frac{p(x_i, y_i = 1)}{p(x_i)p(y_i = 1)}
\] (3.2)

Figure 3.6 shows an example of calculating PMI-scores for two distant-bigram features at \( k = -6 \) and \( k = +2 \) of the word boundary being hypothesized at \( w_6 = \text{“day”} \). Note that we denote the word \( w_6 \) as a distant-bigram with \( k = -1 \) feature to its right boundary.

Figure 3.6: An example of PMI scores obtained for distant-bigram features of the word boundary being hypothesized at \( w_6 = \text{“day”} \). The PMI score corresponding to each feature is obtained using Equation 3.2.

3.4.2 PMI-based Feature Selection

PMI-based feature selection is used thresholding technique. Given a selected threshold, a feature is marked as relevant if its PMI score is higher than the threshold. Thus, only features that have PMI scores higher than the threshold are selected for modeling while the low PMI score features are discarded. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the feature selection process for distant-bigram features with \(-6 \leq k \leq +6, k \neq 0\) of the word boundary being hypothesized at \( w_6 = \text{“day”} \). Here, only features that have PMI scores higher than 0.30 are selected, i.e., the scores highlighted in bold.
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### 3.4.2.1 Feature Selection For Multiple Distant-bigram Features

When multiple distant-bigram features are employed in a SUD system, defining different selection threshold $p_k$ corresponding to different values of $k$ is necessary. This is because the far context features, e.g., $k < -2$ or $k > 2$, are less dominant to SUD while the near context features, e.g., $-2 \leq k \leq 2$ are more dominant [15]. The multiple distant-bigram feature selection method is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Given an input sequence $S$ with twelve words $w_1, \ldots, w_6, \ldots, w_{12}$, a multiple set of distant-bigram $k$ $x_{ik}$ for each $w_i$ is obtained. For this input sequence, $1 \leq i \leq 12$ and $-6 \leq k \leq 6$. An input sample is represent by a pair of $(x_{ik}, y_{ik})$ where the binary label $y_{ik}$ remains unchanged with different $k$ values, it is either 1 or 0. The different values of the predefined $p_k$ are given on the left side in the Figure. With each $p_k$ value, only feature $x_{ik}$ that have $PMI(x_{ik})$ greater than $p_k$ are selected.

Notice that for different $k$ values, an optimal value of selection threshold $p_k$ needs to be forced. The suitable values of $p_k$ is tuned using the development set will be presented in section 3.5.3 in detailed.

### 3.5 Experiments

This section describes experiments performed on the proposed framework presented in the previous section. The experiments are performed in two sets, the first is to determine various empirical parameters using the development set and the second is to evaluate using the test data. The experiments on the developmental set are to select the appropriate values of the contextual size $n$, in which $-n/2 \leq k \leq n/2$, and to find the optimal selection threshold $p_k$ for each of distant-bigram features with values of $k$ varying from

---

#### Figure 3.7: An example of PMI feature selection for word boundary being hypothesized at $w_6$="day". Here, features are distant-bigram with $-6 \leq k \leq +6$ and $k \neq 0$. Only features that have PMI scores higher than 0.30 are selected, i.e. the scores highlighted in **bold**.
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Figure 3.8: An example of PMI feature selection applied to multiple distant-bigram features of the entire input sequence. Here, features are distant-bigram from $k = -6$ to $k = +6$. Only features that have PMI scores higher than the corresponding selection threshold $p_k$ are selected. The $p_k$ varies at different values of $k$.

$-n/2$ to $n/2$. Subsequently, given the selected value of $n$ and $p_k$, the second experiment evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed feature selection method when tested on an unseen test set.

3.5.1 Data Preparation

Corpus Description. In this work, a subset of English Gigaword 2nd Edition (LDC2005T12)$^1$ is used. The dataset is released by the Linguistic Data Consortium from The University of Pennsylvania. The complete corpus was archived from several news publishers, e.g., Agence France-Presses, English Service, the New York Times, Newswire Service, over several years. In this work the experiments are conducted on only the news obtained from Agence France-Presses and English Service archived in 1995.

Data Preprocessing. The original corpus is in written text form, thus it has been processed to convert it into a form similar to ASR output. The process includes multiple steps: (1) Removing all digits and special characters; (2) Lowercasing all capitalization;

---

$^1$https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T12
Table 3.1: Number of words and sentences in the dataset after pre-processing. Here, \( M \) stands for million, and \( k \) stands for thousand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># words</th>
<th># sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gigaiword-Train</td>
<td>28.54M</td>
<td>1.17M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigaword-Development</td>
<td>3.50M</td>
<td>144k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigaword-Test</td>
<td>3.58M</td>
<td>147k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and (3) Replacing all sentence end representations, i.e., question marks, semi-colons, periods and exclamation marks, by a sentence end label /s; and (4) Removing other punctuations, e.g., comma. Subsequently, each word in a paragraph is labeled by either SU or NSU. A word is labeled as SU if it is followed by a /s, otherwise it is labeled as NSU. Finally, the dataset is divided into three sets, i.e., the training set for model training, development set for parameter tuning and test set for evaluation. For test set, all sentence labels in the test set are removed. The details about the number of words and sentences per set are shown in Table 3.1.

**Dictionary Construction.** The dictionary comprises of all the unique words extracted from the corpus. In this work, the size of the dictionary is 80 thousand words.

### 3.5.2 Experimental Setup

This work uses the following setup in both sets of experiments.

**Evaluation Metrics.** F1-measure metric.

**Features.** Distant-bigram \( k \), where \(-n/2 \leq k \leq +n/2\), and \( n \) is a predefined contextual size.

**CRFs Toolkit.** CRF++ toolkit\(^2\) was used to build its CRFs models.

**PMI Values.** The minimum and maximum PMI values obtained from the given training data are \(-2\) and \(+1\) respectively. The PMI value of the word that does not appear within the contextual size of \( n \) is set at \(-\infty\).

\(^2\)CRF++: Yet another toolkit: https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/
3.5.3 Parameter Tuning

In Section 3.4, we described method to extract and select a single distant-bigram $k$ feature for the baseline and the proposed model. We also noted that our system used multiple distant-bigram features, in which $k \in [-n/2, +n/2]$ and $k \in \mathbb{Z}$. We referred $n$ as the contextual size of the hypothesized word boundary where multiple distant-bigram features are extracted. Further, for applying feature selection on a multiple distant-bigram features, we proposed to use different selection thresholds $p_k$ for different values of $k$. This section presents our empirical experiments on Gigaword-Development to find out optimal values of $n$ and $p_k$.

**Contextual Size:** Figure 3.9 illustrates the F1-scores obtained on the development set using the baseline model when of $n$ increased from 2 to 12. It was seen that the F1-scores improved significantly when $n$ increased from 2 to 8, then slowly saturated when $n$ reached 10. Thus, we choose the context size value $n = 10$ for this specific dataset. The $F1$-score of 58.00% for the development set with $n = 10$, is the the baseline for subsequent experiments. Also, note that a similar experiment on Gigaword-Test with $n = 10$ obtained a $F1$-score of 62.37%.

![Figure 3.9: F1-scores (y-axis) obtained when context size $n$ was varied from 2 to 12.](image)

**Feature Selection Thresholds:** With the selected contextual size of $n$ set at 10, we conducted the second empirical experiment to achieve optimal selection thresholds $p_k$.
for each set of distant-bigram features at $k$ where $-5 \leq k \leq 5$. In this experiment, we used all distant-bigram features within the context $n$, however, feature selection was only performed on a single distant-bigram position, for example $k = -5$, while all the others with $k \neq 5$ are kept.

![Feature selection at each single context position within the contextual size of 10.](image)

Figure 3.10: Feature selection at each single context position within the contextual size of 10.

Figure 3.10 shows the experimental results for the development set. Chart (a) shows results on the left ($k < 0$) context, labeled as L1,L2,L3,L4,L5, where L stands for “Left” and each number represents the relative position of the distant-bigram from the left side of the hypothesized word boundary. Chart (b) shows results on the right side ($k > 0$), labeled as R1,R2,R3,R4,R5, where R stands for “Right” and each number represents the relative position of the distant-bigram from the right side of the hypothesized word boundary. In both (a) and (b), the x-axis represents the PMI thresholds, while the y-axis represents F1-score. The “baseline” label indicates no feature selection was applied. Here, the baseline F1-score is 62.37% as mentioned in the previous experiment.

In most cases, a slight increase was observed in F1-scores when PMI threshold was set to $-2$, except L1, L2 and R1, R2. This confirms our observation that the near distant-bigram features, e.g., at the context of L1,L2 and R1,R2 has a higher impact on performance. Specifically, the F1-scores for feature selection at positions L1 and R1 drop dramatically when the PMI thresholds increase, while the F1-scores at position L5, R5 seem to be slightly affected by the increase in selection threshold.

Base on these observations, we only perform multiple distant-bigram feature selection at the context of L5, L4, L3 and R3, R4, R5. All the features at L2,L1, and R1, R2 are
kept. The selected PMI threshold values for the experiment only varied between −2, −1 and 0, since it was observed that with a selection threshold higher than 0, F1-scores significantly decreased in all cases.

3.5.4 Applying Feature Selection

We evaluated the proposed method by performing feature selection concurrently at multiple distant-bigram features with \( k = \{−5, −4, −3, +3, +4, +5\} \), that corresponded to the left context L5, L4, L3 and the right context R3, R4, R5. The produced model was denoted as L543R345. The model size and prediction results were compared against the baseline model.

Figure 3.11 shows F1-scores and number of model parameters obtained using both development and test sets when the selection thresholds were varied from baseline (no selection), −2, −1 and 0. There was a significant decrease in the number of parameters from 5.36M to 3.12M, a reduction of 44.87% relative to the baseline model, when feature selection was applied with PMI threshold equal to −2. Interestingly, at this point the F1-score also slightly increased, i.e., 0.2% absolute. At other points, where more features were removed, the number of parameters decreased, but it also resulted in a reduction in F1-scores.

3.6 Conclusion

The experimental results show that PMI-based feature selection method reduces the number of parameters needed to build the CRF model significantly, i.e., a reduction of up to 44.87%. It also shows a slight improvement when the feature selection are at PMI threshold of −2 to multiple distant-bigram features at \( k = \{−5, −4, −3, +3, +4, +5\} \). Thus, it can be concluded that PMI is effective for feature selection applied to the SUD task. Additionally, the context size of ten words, i.e., five preceding words and five following words, is optimal for the given dataset. Given the context size of ten surrounding words, the contribution of different distant-bigram features is not equal. The nearer context features, i.e., within two preceding and two following words are dominant, while the far context features, at position 4,5 preceding and following words, are less informative.
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Figure 3.11: The F1-scores and number of model parameters obtained on the development and test sets using the feature selection at L543R345 when varying the PMI threshold from “baseline”, -2, -1 and 0.

In this work, we have used the same selection threshold for all distant-bigram features with $k = \{-5, -4, -3, +3, +4, +5\}$. An optimal PMI threshold for each $k$ might further increase system performance. Thus, future work might include a more in-depth investigation into selecting the PMI threshold. Another perspective to explore in the future is the possibility of employing PMI-based feature selection where multiple feature types, such as POS tags, Chunk tags or prosody features, are incorporated. More details on the possible directions for future work will be presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4

Investigating Word Embeddings for Deep Learning based SUD

The literature survey presented in Chapter 2 suggested a popular trend for SUD modeling in recent years: Using deep learning. Deep learning is able to automatically learn feature representation, thus it requires less handiwork for feature extraction. Hence, it becomes questionable if refining the input feature space of a deep learning based SUD system still helpful as for the shallow learning system. In this study, we propose a two-stage framework to evaluate the effect of different word embedding variations as input for a deep learning based SUD system. Specifically, the first stage builds different word embedding models using different technologies and databases. Subsequently, at the second stage, each of the embedding models is used to extract word embedding sequences representing the given training sequences for SUD model training using a deep neural network. The resulting SUD models are then evaluated on two different testing scenarios. The first is a same-domain evaluation: The training and test sets have similar characteristics; The second is a domain-mismatch evaluation: The test set has different characteristics from the training set.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 briefly describes the proposed framework which consists of two processing stages, i.e., word embedding extraction and SUD model learning. Subsequently, the underlying techniques for the two stages are presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. Experimental setups and results are discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses some related works and experimental results conducted with a written text dataset. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The framework includes two processing stages, Word Embedding Extraction and SUD Model Learning. At the first stage, four embedding models are trained using one of the combinations between the underlying word embedding extraction techniques, i.e. either word-based [24] or subword-based [25, 73], and the training data types, i.e., either speech transcripts (in-domain) or written text (out-of-domain). Each word embedding model is a vocabulary where each entry is a mapping of a word to its dimensional real value vector representation. The second stage perform SUD model learning using a deep neural network consisting of an embedding layer and a combination of biLSTM and fully connected hidden layers. Given a training dataset contains of multiple training samples. Each sample is a word sequence $S = w_1, ..., w_t, ..., w_{T-1}, w_T$ with its corresponding label sequence $L = l_1, ..., l_t, ..., l_{T-1}, l_T$, in which $l_t \in \{SU, NSU\}$. The word sequence $S$ is used as the input to the DNN. At the embedding layer, a real value vector sequence $X = x_1, ..., x_t, ..., x_{T-1}, x_T$ that represents $S$ is obtained using one of the embedding models provided by the first stage. Next, $X$ is used as input to the hidden layers for network training, and produces a prediction.
of the output label sequence at the output layer $\hat{Y} = \hat{y}_1, ..., \hat{y}_t, ..., \hat{y}_{T-1}, \hat{y}_T$, in which $\hat{y}_t \in \{(0, 1), (1, 0)\}$ to represent the prediction label $\hat{l}_t \in \{\text{NSU}, \text{SU}\}$. The prediction layer sequence $\hat{L}$ is then compared against the true label sequence $L$ for network model optimization. The optimization is carried by gradient descent with cross entropy loss function. A more details on practical settings for parameters and hyper-parameters will be described in Section 4.4.2. In the next two sections, the underlying techniques of the two framework stages are discussed.

4.2 Word Embedding Extraction

An embedding vector represents syntax, semantics, and even the morphology of words in context with neighboring words [25, 35]. At the framework first stage, we used two word embedding extraction techniques, i.e. word-based skip-gram embedding proposed by Mikolov et al. [35] and subword-based skip-gram embedding proposed by Bojanowski et al. [25]. This section briefly introduces these two techniques and presents proposed strategies to produce word embedding models.

4.2.1 Word Embedding Types

**Word-based Skip-gram Embedding:** Word-based skip-gram embedding was proposed by Mikolov et al. [24]. In this technique, the embedding model is a neural network trained to maximize the prediction of the context words of a given word. Assuming an input sequence $\hat{S}_T = w_1, ..., w_t, ..., w_T$ is given, where $w_t$ is a word in a dictionary $V$; and for each word $w_t$ we want to predict the context $C = w_{t,1}, w_{t,2}, ..., w_{t,C}$. In this case, the network includes an input layer with size $|V|$, which receives one word vector as the input, a projection layer with size of $|V| \times D$, where D is the number of neurons in the projection layer, and an output layer. The output layer of the network contains $|C|$ distributions, where the $i^{th}$ distribution corresponds to the target context $w_{t,i}$ to be predicted ($1 \leq i \leq |C|$).

The objective function used to train the neural network for the word-based skip-gram embedding is shown in Equation 4.1 [25]:
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\[ O_T = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{c=1}^{C} \log p(w_c|w_t) \] (4.1)

In which,

\[ p(w_c|w_t) = \sum_{w_c \in C} l(s(w_t, w_c)) + \sum_{w_k \in N} l(-s(w_t, w_k)) \] (4.2)

Here, \( l : x \rightarrow \log (1 + e^{-x}) \) is the logistic function and \( s(w_t, w_c) \) is the scoring function between the word \( w_t \) and its neighbor \( w_c \) and \( s(w_t, w_k) \) is the scoring function of the word \( w_t \) and its negative samples. The set of negative samples \( N \) contains random words outside of the context, i.e. \( N \subset V \) and \( N \cap C = \emptyset \). By representing the input word \( w_t \) and the output word \( w_c \) as vectors \( u_{w_t} \) and \( v_{w_c} \), respectively, the scoring function is computed by a scalar product between \( u_{w_t} \) and \( v_{w_c} \), i.e., \( s(w_t, w_c) = u_{w_t}^T v_{w_c} \).

The word-based skip-gram embedding has shown its success in carrying the syntactic and semantic meaning of a word [35]. However, a word vector is formed by its surrounding word-level units without considering the morphological relation within and between words, thus the same vector is used to represent all out-of-vocabulary words.

**Subword-based Skip-gram Embedding:** Subword-based skip-gram embedding, or dynamic representation of word embedding, is proposed by Bojanowski et al. [25]. The authors used a similar neural network architecture to the word-based skip-gram model. However, their model takes into account not only the word, but also the subword n-grams when calculating a vector representation of a word. For example, the word \( w_t = \text{“out”} \) is represented by itself \( <\text{out}> \) and its bi-gram subwords as: \( <\text{o,ou,ut,t}> \) [25].

Assuming \( G_{w_t} \) is a set of subword n-grams of \( w_t \), then the scoring function between \( w_t \) and a word in it context \( w_c \) can be rewritten as shown in Equation 4.3, in which \( z_g \) and \( v_{w_c} \) are n-gram vectors of \( w_t \) and the context based word vector is represented by \( w_c \).

\[ s(w_t, w_c) = \sum_{g \in G_{w_t}} z_g^T v_{w_c} \] (4.3)

The advantage of subword-based skip-gram embedding is its capability to represent rare words in the vocabulary effectively thanks to its representations being shared across words [25]. Additionally, it can represent different out-of-vocabulary words using different vectors [25].
4.2.2 Extraction Strategy

To train word embedding models, we used the above two extraction techniques, and two types of training dataset. The first is “in-domain” where the dataset is used both for embedding model training and SUD model training, and the second is “out-of-domain” where two separate datasets are used. This strategy results in four word embedding models as listed below:

(i) The in-domain word-based embedding model.

(ii) The in-domain subword-based embedding model.

(iii) The out-of-domain word-based embedding model.

(iv) The out-of-domain subword-based embedding model.

4.3 SUD Model Learning

The second stage of the proposed framework is model learning performed by a Deep Neural Network (DNN) architecture. DNN is an extended form of the traditional neural network, which is a network of artificial neurons with connecting edges that are organized into layers [74]. A traditional neural network contains three layers, i.e. an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. When a neural network has more than one hidden layer, it is a deep neural network. In this study, the proposed framework employs a complex DNN which has an embedding input layer, hidden layers consisting of a mix of fully connected layers and bidirectional LSTM layers, and an output layer with two class distributions corresponding to the two labels SU and NSU. The two types of hidden layers, i.e. fully connected and biLSTM, are briefly described below.

**Fully Connected Layer:** A neural network layer is a fully connected layer if every neuron in this layer receives input from every neuron in the previous layer. An example of a neural network with all fully connected layers is depicted in Figure 4.2. The network has an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. In this example, the neural network performs a two-class classification for the input vector $x = (x_1, x_2, x_3)$, for which the expected output vector is $y = (y_1, y_2)$. The input layer has three-input
neurons representing $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$. Next, every neuron in the input layer is connected as the input to every neuron in the hidden layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer can be different from the number of neurons in the input layer. Similarly, every neuron in the hidden layer is connected to every neuron in the output layer. In this example, the output layer has two output neurons, which predicts the two-class distributions, i.e., $y' = (y'_1, y'_2)$, of $x$ over its true label $y = (y_1, y_2)$.

Figure 4.2: A neural network consists of fully connected layers

The computation of a neuron for the above network is as shown in Figure 4.3. The neuron is simply an activation function $f : x \rightarrow y = f(Wx + b)$, which maps from the input $x = (x_1, x_2, x_3)$ to the output $y$ using a weighted matrix $W = [w_1, w_2, w_3]$ and a bias matrix $b = [b_1, b_2, b_3]$. The activation function $f$ is normally a nonlinear transformation to ensure variations of the neuron output when it receives different inputs [74].

Figure 4.3: A neuron in a fully connected layer
Fully connected layers learn feature representations from all the features in the previous layer and thus are able to learn the more abstract level of feature representations. However, it lacks the ability to carry long-term dependencies [74], and are computationally expensive. Hence, the exclusive use of fully connected layers is usually not suitable for sequential learning tasks [20]. Instead, recent studies suggest that a combined deep neural network with different types of hidden layers can yield better results compared to one-type hidden-layer networks [4, 75].

**A Bidirectional LSTM Layer:** Bidirectional Recurrent Layers with Long Short-Term Memory [76] cells (biLSTM) are the core component of our model learning architecture. BiLSTM is exceptional in handling long-contextual information [76, 77]. A biLSTM layer architecture that produces the new output representation \( X' = (x'_1, \ldots, x'_{T-1}, x'_T) \) from its input \( X = (x_1, \ldots, x_{T-1}, x_T) \) is depicted in Figure 4.4. The layer consists of LSTM cells as the hidden states with forward and backward directions. By combining both forward and backward direction, the layer is able to cover both the previous and future context of the current input, which is crucial information for a sequential tagging task like SUD [20, 27].

![Figure 4.4: A single biLSTM layer.](image)

The internal architecture of an LSTM cell for forward direction is depicted in Figure 4.5. The LSTM cell controls information flow through the cell states \( c_{t-1}, c_t \). By performing sigmoid \( \sigma \), tanh or pointwise multiplication \( \otimes \) and add operations, the LSTM
cell is able to allow or prevent historical information to flow through it to the next LSTM cell. Along with the memory gate, the LSTM also produces an output gate $h_t$ which will be the input to the next LSTM cell and also the next layer.

![Figure 4.5: The architecture of an LSTM cell [3].](image)

Given the current input $x_t$, the hidden forward $\overrightarrow{h}_t$ state, is calculated using the input from $x_t$, its previous hidden state $\overrightarrow{h}_{t-1}$ and memory cell $\overrightarrow{c}_{t-1}$, are as follows\[\text{[77]}\]:

$$\overrightarrow{i}_t = \sigma \left( \overrightarrow{W}_i x_t + \overrightarrow{U}_i \overrightarrow{h}_{t+1} + \overrightarrow{b}_i \right) \quad (4.4)$$

$$\overrightarrow{g}_t = \tanh \left( \overrightarrow{W}_c x_t + \overrightarrow{U}_c \overrightarrow{h}_{t+1} + \overrightarrow{b}_c \right) \quad (4.5)$$

$$\overrightarrow{f}_t = \sigma \left( \overrightarrow{W}_f x_t + \overrightarrow{U}_f \overrightarrow{h}_{t+1} + \overrightarrow{b}_f \right) \quad (4.6)$$

$$\overrightarrow{c}_t = \overrightarrow{i}_t \odot \overrightarrow{g}_t + \overrightarrow{f}_t \odot \overrightarrow{c}_{t-1} \quad (4.7)$$

$$\overrightarrow{o}_t = \sigma \left( \overrightarrow{W}_o x_t + \overrightarrow{U}_o \overrightarrow{h}_{t+1} + \overrightarrow{b}_o \right) \quad (4.8)$$

$$\overrightarrow{h}_t = \overrightarrow{o}_t \odot \tanh (\overrightarrow{c}_t) \quad (4.9)$$

Here, $\sigma$ denotes the sigmoid function, and $\odot$ denotes the element-wise multiplication. The $\overrightarrow{W}_i$, $\overrightarrow{W}_c$, $\overrightarrow{W}_f$, $\overrightarrow{W}_o$, $\overrightarrow{U}_i$, $\overrightarrow{U}_c$, $\overrightarrow{U}_f$, $\overrightarrow{U}_o$ are the weight matrices and $\overrightarrow{b}_i$, $\overrightarrow{b}_c$, $\overrightarrow{b}_f$, $\overrightarrow{b}_o$ represent the bias terms.
Similarly, the backward $\widehat{h}_t$ states, based on $x_t$ with its previous hidden state $\widehat{h}_{t+1}$ and memory cell $c_{t+1}$, are as follows\[77\]:

$$\widehat{\iota}_t = \sigma \left( \widehat{W}_i x_t + \widehat{U}_i \widehat{h}_{t+1} + \widehat{b}_i \right) \quad (4.10)$$
$$\widehat{g}_t = \tanh \left( \widehat{W}_c x_t + \widehat{U}_c \widehat{h}_{t+1} + \widehat{b}_c \right) \quad (4.11)$$
$$\widehat{f}_t = \sigma \left( \widehat{W}_f x_t + \widehat{U}_f \widehat{h}_{t+1} + \widehat{b}_f \right) \quad (4.12)$$
$$\widehat{c}_t = \widehat{\iota}_t \odot \widehat{g}_t + \widehat{f}_t \odot \widehat{c}_{t+1} \quad (4.13)$$
$$\widehat{o}_t = \sigma \left( \widehat{W}_o x_t + \widehat{U}_o \widehat{h}_{t+1} + \widehat{b}_o \right) \quad (4.14)$$
$$\widehat{h}_t = \widehat{o}_t \odot \tanh (\widehat{c}_t) \quad (4.15)$$

The $\widehat{W}_i$, $\widehat{W}_c$, $\widehat{W}_f$, $\widehat{W}_o$, $\widehat{U}_i$, $\widehat{U}_c$, $\widehat{U}_f$, $\widehat{U}_o$ are the weight matrices and the $\widehat{b}_i$, $\widehat{b}_c$, $\widehat{b}_f$, $\widehat{b}_o$ represent the bias terms.

To utilize the advantages of the biLSTM layer and the fully connected layer, the proposed DNN uses both biLSTM and fully connected layers in its hidden layers. The biLSTM layers preserves contextual information, while the fully connected layers extract abstract feature representations. Finally, the highly abstract features are the input to the two-class classification output layer to produce the prediction of a word boundary label which is either an SU or an NSU.

### 4.4 Experiments

This section describes the experiments conducted on the proposed framework to examines the effectiveness of different embedding models on the performance of the proposed DNN-based SUD model learning that used them as the vocabulary for its embedding layer.

#### 4.4.1 Data and Evaluation Metrics

**Dataset for word embedding extraction:** As described in section 4.2, two text datasets are used for word embedding extraction, i.e. an in-domain dataset and an out-of-domain dataset. The in-domain dataset consists of reference transcripts obtained from a subset of the MGB2015 Challenge training dataset, namely sMGB2015-Train. The dataset contains multiple-genres of English broadcast news, collected from selected
BBC News channels for several years and have been used as the standard dataset for the MGB 2015 ASR Challenge [78]. The out-of-domain dataset contains first 1 billion (1B) bytes of Wikipedia English text, namely Wik1B. Both sMGB2015-Train and Wiki1B were pre-processed to remove all punctuation marks and special symbols. Each dataset was converted into just a sequence of words. The number of words and vocabulary size for the two datasets are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Dataset used to train word embeddings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th>Word Count</th>
<th>Vocabulary Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sMGB2015-Train</td>
<td>6.62M</td>
<td>241.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki1B</td>
<td>124.3M</td>
<td>833,185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Datasets for SUD Model Training and Evaluation: A summary of the datasets used for SUD models training and evaluation is shown in Table 4.2. Here, only the sMGB2015-Train dataset is used to train SUD models, while the others are used for evaluation. The first evaluation set, namely sMGB2015-Eval, contains reference transcripts obtained from a subset of the development set of the MGB2015 dataset. As the same genre transcripts from sMGB2015-Train are used for SUD models training, the evaluation results reported on the sMGB2015-Eval is considered as the same-domain testing condition. Apart from that, to test the generalization of the hypothesis, we used reference transcripts and ASR transcripts of two hours of RT04F\(^1\) as the test sets for the domain-mismatch condition, namely RT04F-REF and RT04F-ASR respectively. RT04F-ASR transcripts were obtained using our in-house ASR system with WER at 29.5%. The sentence boundaries for ASR transcripts was obtained by time boundary alignment between the ASR transcripts and REF transcripts.

Evaluation Metrics: This work uses standard Precision, Recall and F1-score as the evaluation metrics. The metrics are defined as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

\(^1\)https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T24
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Table 4.2: Datasets used for SUD model training and evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Word Count</th>
<th>Sentence Count</th>
<th>Average Sentence Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sMGB2015-Train</td>
<td>6.62M</td>
<td>793,966</td>
<td>8.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sMGB2015-Eval</td>
<td>138.77k</td>
<td>18.41k</td>
<td>7.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT0304-REF</td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td>1,162</td>
<td>12.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT0304-ASR</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>1,162</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: The confusion matrix between the system output and reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>System True</th>
<th>System False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference True</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference False</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
F1 \text{ score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}}
\]

Where \(TP\) (True Positive), \(FN\) (False Negative) and \(FP\) (False Positive) are calculated based on the confusion matrix in Table 4.3. Note that the total number of word boundaries is \(TP + FN + FP + TN\) and the total number of true sentence unit boundaries is \(TP + FN\).

4.4.2 Experimental Setup

Parameters for word embedding extraction: We used word2vec [24, 35] to train and generate word models for the word-based skip-gram embedding. To train and generate subword-based models, we used fastText [25, 73, 79]. For sub-word n-gram, we chose \(n\) varies from 3 to 6. For both word2vec and fastText, we set minimum word count to 1. The default settings provided by the toolkits were used for the other parameters.

Hyper-parameters for the DNN: The following network setting and hyper-parameters were heuristically chosen for the SUD model learning stage. The proposed DNN architecture consists of an embedding layer, two biLSTM hidden layers, three fully connected hidden layers and an output layer. The embedding layer has 100 neurons to
extract a 100 dimensional word vector per input word. Each of the biLSTM layers consists of 100 hidden states and each of the fully connected layers has 128 hidden states. The output layer produces two-class distributions of SU or NSU labels. Furthermore, we also used a dropout of 0.5 at the embedding layer, the biLSTM layers and the last fully connected hidden layer. Cross-entropy is used as the loss function and network optimization was performed using gradient descent with Adam optimizer. The maximum training epochs was set at 500, with early stop in the event that there were no further improvements over 5 continuous epochs.

**SUD Model Learning:** The second stage of the proposed framework perform SUD model learning using a SUD training dataset and the word embedding models produced in the first stage. Specifically, given the training dataset is sMGB2015-Train, we separately use one of the four word embedding models to extract word embedding sequence representing the original training sequence at the embedding layer. Subsequently, the word embedding sequences are used to train the DNN and finally produces an SUD model. As a result, four SUD models are produced corresponding to the four word embedding models:

(i) The SUD model trained using the in-domain word-based embedding model and the sMGB2015-Train - mSkip_MGB

(ii) The SUD trained using the in-domain subword-based embedding model and the sMGB2015-Train- msSkip_MGB

(iii) The SUD model trained using the out-of-domain word-based embedding model and the sMGB2015-Train - wSkip_MGB

(iv) The SUD model trained using the out-of-domain subword-based embedding model and the sMGB2015-Train - wsSkip_MGB

### 4.4.3 Evaluation Results

We conducted two evaluation types, i.e., same-domain evaluation and domain-mismatch evaluation, on the four trained SUD models as described in the previous section. The same-domain evaluation reports experimental results on the same-domain evaluation
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dataset sMGB2015-Eval which has the same genres as the training set sMGB2015-Train. The domain-mismatch evaluation shows results when tested the SUD models with different genres datasets, i.e., RT04-REF and RT04-ASR. The detailed experimental results are reported below.

**Same-domain Evaluation**: Table 4.4 shows the evaluation results when the above four models were tested with MGB2015-Eval. It can be seen that the in-domain sub-word based embedding model, \texttt{msSkip\_MGB}, yielded the best result compared to the others. Surprisingly, the SUD model with out-of-domain word-based embedding \texttt{wSkip\_MGB} achieved the second highest F1-score, which was only 0.45% lower than the \texttt{wsSkip\_MGB} model. Another point to note is that in case of using out-of-domain embedding models, SUD model with word-based embedding \texttt{wSkip\_MGB} is marginally better than the SUD model with subword-based embedding \texttt{wSkip\_MGB} model, which contrasts to the case of using the in-domain embeddings.

![Table 4.4: Experimental results for same-domain evaluation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>sMGB2015-Eval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSkip_MGB</td>
<td>83.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msSkip_MGB</td>
<td>82.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wSkip_MGB</td>
<td>81.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsSkip_MGB</td>
<td>83.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Domain-Mismatch Evaluation**: Table 4.5 presents the results of the domain-mismatch evaluation for the above four SUD models. The models were tested with both reference and ASR transcripts. It is observed that overall performance was much lower than the previous same-domain condition evaluation results. We also observed the same behavior with the same-domain testing condition, where the sub-word based models showed better results when trained on in-domain data while the word-based models showed better results with the large out-of-domain dataset. Interestingly, \texttt{msSkip\_MGB} gave approximately 2% and 1% improvement in F1-score compared to \texttt{wSkip\_MGB} when tested on the RT04F reference and ASR transcription respectively.
Table 4.5: Experimental results for the domain-mismatch evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mSkip_MGB</td>
<td>79.68</td>
<td>39.16</td>
<td>52.51</td>
<td>76.11</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>48.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msSkip_MGB</td>
<td>77.65</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>58.28</td>
<td>72.76</td>
<td>41.17</td>
<td>52.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wSkip_MGB</td>
<td>76.13</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>56.37</td>
<td>71.39</td>
<td>40.40</td>
<td>51.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsSkip_MGB</td>
<td>76.98</td>
<td>43.46</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>73.35</td>
<td>38.93</td>
<td>50.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Related Work

Word embedding representations have shown to be effective in carrying the syntax, semantics [24, 35] and even morphology [25] of words. Many word embedding variations have been used in the state-of-the-art SUD models. For example, Che et al. [17] used character-based embedding, Xu et al. [27] used unsupervised word-based embedding and Xu et al. [20] used supervised word-based embedding. However, there is limited efforts on examining the effectiveness of different word embeddings to the SUD task.

Two similar efforts to our work have been done recently. The work done by Treviso et al. [80] compares various pre-trained word-based and sub-word based embeddings for SUD for Brazilian Portuguese learned by CNN-RNN architecture. The tested embeddings were trained on a combined out-of-domain text dataset, and their dimension ranged from fifty to six hundred. The experimental results showed that none of the tested embeddings had clear improvement compared to the others. Another work by Li et al. [81] also compared various pre-trained word embeddings for the text segmentation task using a pointer network. However, the work carried only a comparison between the proposed model self-learning word embedding, GloVe\(^2\) and two other public available pre-trained embeddings, Google Embeddings\(^3\) and FastText Embeddings\(^4\).

\(^2\)http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
\(^3\)https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
\(^4\)https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
4.5.2 Another generalization test on a written dataset

We conducted a similar experiment as presented in Section 4.4 on a written dataset to test the proposed framework generalization. Specifically, we replaced the roles of sMGB2015-Train and sMGB2015-Eval by Gigaword-Train and Gigaword-Test, which are also the training and test sets used in Chapter 3. Gigaword-Train is used both for training the in-domain word embedding models and the SUD models, while Gigaword-Test is the same-domain test set. The produced SUD models are annotated as follows:

(i) The SUD model trained using in-domain word-based embedding with Gigaword-Train - gSkip GW

(ii) The SUD model trained using in-domain word-based embedding with sGigaword-Train - gsSkip GW

(iii) The SUD model trained using out-of-domain word-based embedding with Gigaword-Train - wSkip GW

(iv) The SUD model trained using out-of-domain word-based embedding with Gigaword-Train - wsSkip GW

In this experiment the in-domain word-based and subword-based embedding models are trained using Gigaword-Train, thus they are named differently, i.e. gSkip and gsSkip for the word-based and the subword-based models respectively. On the other hand, there is no change on the out-of-domain word-based wSkip and subword-based wsSkip models.

Table 4.6 shows experimental results obtained on both the same-domain test set, i.e., Gigaword-Test, and the two domain-mismatch test sets, i.e. using RT04-REF and RT04-ASR. In this scenario, the results share two similar observations to the previous experiment: Firstly, the in-domain embedding model achieves the best results on all the test sets; Secondly, the out-of-domain word-based word embedding is better than subword-based embedding. However, notice that in case the in-domain dataset is used, it is not clear if the word-based or subword-based embedding is better, as the obtained F1 scores on the same-domain test set show only 0.13% different.
It is also important to note that the F1 scores obtained on RT04-REF and RT04F-ASR in this experiment are much lower than the previous corresponding SUD models trained with sMGB2015-Train. For example, \texttt{wsSkip\_MGB} achieves 56.37\% and 52.58\% of F1 scores while the \texttt{wsSkip\_GW} achieves only 47.61\% and 41.98\% when tested on RT04F-REF and RT04-ASR respectively. The results are explainable as sMGB2015-Train contains broadcast news transcripts, which are much more similar to RT04-REF and RT04-ASR as compared to the written text from Gigaword-Train.

Table 4.6: Evaluation results for the SUD models trained using Gigaword-Train, tested on both same-domain and domain-mismatch conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Same-domain</th>
<th>Domain-mismatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gigaword-Test</td>
<td>RT04F-REF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gSkip_GW</td>
<td>79.85</td>
<td>66.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gsSkip_GW</td>
<td>79.31</td>
<td>66.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wSkip_GW</td>
<td>80.32</td>
<td>64.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsSkip_GW</td>
<td>78.35</td>
<td>64.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Conclusion

The study provided a comprehensive comparison on the effectiveness of different word embedding models to SUD for speech transcripts using deep learning based model learning method. Specifically, a two-stage framework consisting of word embedding extraction and deep learning based SUD model learning has been proposed. The word embedding stage allows to train multiple word embedding models with different settings. At this stage, four word embedding models are obtained by varying the choices of word embedding types, i.e., word-based embedding [35] and subword-based embedding [25], and the choices of word embedding training databases, i.e., in-domain and out-of-domain. Subsequently, each of the four word embedding model is used to extract word embedding sequences corresponding to the training word sequences for the second stage of SUD model learning. At this stage, the same DNN architecture and speech transcript database
are used to train the SUD models, the only difference is the choice of the word embedding models. Experimental results showed that the subword-based word embedding trained using the in-domain data gains the best F1-score in overall. On the other hand, the word-based embedding model works better than the subword-based model when the out-of-domain data is used to train the word embeddings. Additionally, it can be seen that even a SUD model trained with a large dataset consisting of approximately 6.62 million word transcripts, it still suffers significantly from the domain-mismatch condition.
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This thesis approaches to optimize lexical features as input for SUD systems. Two approaches were proposed, the first approach focused on optimizing distant-bigram features for shallow learning based systems, i.e., CRF based SUD system. The second approach focused on analyzing the effectiveness of different word embedding types as input for deep learning based SUD systems. The details of the contributions are summarized in the following section and the future works are discussed in the later section.

5.1 Contributions

5.1.1 Pointwise Mutual Information for feature selection

The first contribution is about the use of PMI as a correlation measurement for feature selection. This work has been published in the 8th ACIIDS 2016 Conference [22] and discussed in Chapter 3. This work studied the use of distant-bigram as input feature for a CRF based SUD model. Experimental results showed that the contribution of distant-k-gram features to the prediction of SU labels depended on the value of $k$. The nearer context distance-k-gram features, i.e. $|k| \leq 2$, are more dominant than the farther ones, i.e. $|k| > 2$. Furthermore, a work by Zhang [66] demonstrated the success of using PMI as a feature selection method to filter out non-dominant features in the input feature spaces. Based on these two observations, we proposed to use PMI as the metric to measure the correlation of a distant-bigram feature to the prediction of the SU label, so as to retain only dominant features for the next step of SUD modeling. Our results also showed that the proposed PMI-based feature selection significantly reduced the input feature space,
thus reducing the size of trained models by up to 44.87% while maintaining a comparable performance to the original model. In conclusion, we found that a careful investigation into selecting suitable selection thresholds, from PMI values might improve performance further.

5.1.2 Study of word embedding types

The second contribution is a study to explore the optimization of the lexical input feature space. The study examined various word embedding types, i.e. word-based embedding and subword-based embedding, as an input for a deep learning based SUD model. Our paper on the proposed approach has been accepted by the IALP 2018 Conference [23]. Our experimental results suggested that subword-based embedding trained with the in-domain dataset is the best choice among all the word embedding variations examined, while word-based embedding showed a better result when trained with the out-of-domain dataset. Furthermore, the study showed a significant decrease in F1-scores when the trained SUD model was tested on domain-mismatch conditions, although the model had been trained with a large dataset. System performance was also affected when the testing condition was switched from reference transcripts to ASR transcripts.

The outcomes of this study can also be used as benchmarks for future studies on SUD systems that employ word embeddings and deep learning techniques. Depending on the available training datasets, either in-domain or out-of-domain, the choice of word embedding types can be adjusted accordingly to achieve the best result.

5.2 Future Work

Future work can focus further on techniques to the two proposed approaches presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. A combination of the two proposed approaches might be taken into consideration as it benefits from the advantages of both approaches in improving SUD systems in both efficiency and performance.

Further investigation into PMI-based feature selection. In Chapter 3, the proposed PMI-based feature selection method was presented. In the experiments, a single value was applied as a selection threshold for all contextual features. Even though
using a global threshold has proved to be helpful, customizing separate thresholds for each contextual features might improve performance. For example, using lower thresholds to retain more of the nearer context features and using higher thresholds to effectively prune the farther ones. This may further improve system performance and reduce the input feature space.

Additionally, experiments were performed on only lexical features that were derived from text data source. There was also an assumption of independence between these features. Thus, there is still a need to explore the applicability of the method for other features such as POS tags, or Chunk tags. Consequently, the effectiveness of the method when applied to a combination of multiple features, especially those which are highly correlated, is still undiscovered.

**Further investigation into word embeddings and deep learning techniques.** Our work, presented in Chapter 4, showed that subword-based embedding obtained the best result when the in-domain dataset is available for word embedding training. On the other hand, a recent work by Xu et al. [20] showed that supervised word-based embedding achieved a better result as compared to unsupervised word-based embedding when used as input for a biLSTM SUD model. This suggests a potential direction of extracting supervised subword-based word embedding for SUD. Another potential direction is to improve the deep learning architecture for model learning. Our work employed a combination of biLSTM and fully connected layers as the core components for the DNN. This was to take advantage of the two layer’s capabilities, i.e. a biLSTM layer is able to capture contextual information while a fully connected layer can learn abstract feature more efficiently. Another recent work by Can et al. [82] showed that the CNN architecture is useful in learning local information for SUD, which might not be captured by our current DNN architecture. This opens the question of how to use the CNN architecture in SUD, by partially or fully replacing the current DNN architecture by the CNN, or by adding the CNN as a part of the current DNN architecture.

**Using PMI scores in deep learning based SUD model.** Lastly, a combination of the above techniques completes the picture of our future work, both in features and modeling practices. Specifically, there is a potential to use PMI values for the mixed DNN model. These values might act as a selection criteria for feature selection (similar
to the work proposed in Chapter 3), or as an additional feature to further emphasize those features which are highly correlated with the presence or absence of SU labels.
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